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ABSTRACT

This study proposes a multi-task pseudo-label learning (MPL)-
based non-intrusive speech quality assessment model called
MTQ-Net. MPL consists of two stages: obtaining pseudo-
label scores from a pretrained model and performing multi-
task learning. The 3QUEST metrics, namely Speech-MOS
(S-MOS), Noise-MOS (N-MOS), and General-MOS (G-
MOS), are the assessment targets. The pretrained MOSA-Net
model is utilized to estimate three pseudo labels: perceptual
evaluation of speech quality (PESQ), short-time objective
intelligibility (STOI), and speech distortion index (SDI).
Multi-task learning is then employed to train MTQ-Net by
combining a supervised loss (derived from the difference be-
tween the estimated score and the ground-truth label) and a
semi-supervised loss (derived from the difference between
the estimated score and the pseudo label), where the Hu-
ber loss is employed as the loss function. Experimental
results first demonstrate the advantages of MPL compared to
training a model from scratch and using a direct knowledge
transfer mechanism. Second, the benefit of the Huber loss
for improving the predictive ability of MTQ-Net is verified.
Finally, the MTQ-Net with the MPL approach exhibits higher
overall predictive power compared to other SSL-based speech
assessment models.
Index Terms: 3QUEST, PESQ, STOI, SDI, speech quality
prediction, speech intelligibility prediction, self-supervised
learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Speech assessment metrics are important quantitative evalua-
tion indicators for speech-related applications, such as speech
synthesis [1], speech enhancement (SE) [2], hearing aids [3],
and telecommunications [4]. With the emergence of deep
learning and the availability of training samples, researchers
have begun to employ deep learning models to deploy speech
assessment metrics in different tasks, e.g., voice conversion
[5, 6], speech enhancement [7, 8], hearing aids [9, 10], and
telecommunications [4]. To achieve more accurate auto-
matic assessment, several strategies have also been explored,
e.g., reducing the bias per listener [5], incorporating a self-
supervised learning model [6, 7], and performing ensemble

learning [11, 12]. Despite significant improvements in perfor-
mance, achieving satisfactory generalization with a limited
number of training samples remains a challenge. The main
objective of this study is to explore how information from
an established deep learning-based speech assessment model
trained on a larger training set can be leveraged to improve
prediction performance on a target assessment task with lim-
ited training data. In our previous work [7], we proposed
MOSA-Net, a multi-objective speech assessment model that
uses cross-domain features (spectral and temporal features)
and latent representations from an SSL model [13] to simulta-
neously predict objective quality, intelligibility, and distortion
scores. We also found that, through knowledge transferring,
MOSA-Net trained on objective assessment metrics can be
successfully adapted to predict subjective quality and intelli-
gibility scores.

This study aims to further expand the applicability of
MOSA-Net as a teacher model by introducing the multi-
task pseudo-label learning (MPL) approach. MPL consists
of two stages: obtaining pseudo-label scores and performing
multi-task learning. MPL uses both supervised loss and semi-
supervised loss to train the target model, where the supervised
loss estimates the difference between the predicted score and
the ground-truth label score, and the semi-supervised loss
estimates the difference between the predicted score and the
pseudo-label score. Additionally, the Huber loss [14], which
combines mean absolute error (MAE) and mean square error
(MSE), is employed as the loss function. The pseudo-label
scores used in MPL include perceptual evaluation of speech
quality (PESQ), short-time objective intelligibility (STOI),
and speech distortion index (SDI) [15] obtained from the pre-
trained MOSA-Net model. In this study, we investigate the
application of MPL in transferring knowledge of MOSA-Net
to deploy a multi-target speech quality assessment network
called MTQ-Net. The primary objective of MTQ-Net is to
simultaneously predict three 3QUEST metrics [16], namely
Speech-MOS (S-MOS), Noise-MOS (N-MOS), and General-
MOS (G-MOS) scores, which are widely used in telecom-
munications. There are paid costs for using the 3QUEST
tool. Additionally, it is impossible to estimate the 3QUEST
scores of any speech utterance without a corresponding clean
speech. To overcome these limitations, it is highly desir-
able to train a neural network that can estimate the 3QUEST



metrics from a single utterance. Our experimental results
demonstrate the advantages of MPL over knowledge transfer
and training from scratch approaches, allowing the deployed
MTQ-Net model to achieve better prediction capabilities.
Furthermore, utilizing the Huber loss can yield higher predic-
tion performance compared to MAE and MSE alone. Finally,
MTQ-Net with the MPL approach demonstrates improved
overall prediction performance compared to other SSL-based
speech assessment models [6].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II presents the proposed MPL mechanism and its use in
MTQ-Net. Section III describes the experimental setup and
results. Finally, Section IV presents the conclusions and fu-
ture work.

2. MULTI-TASK PSEUDO-LABEL LEARNING

In this section, we introduce the overall framework of the
MPL approach. As shown in Fig. 1, MPL consists of two
distinct stages: obtaining pseudo-label scores and perform-
ing multi-task learning. The primary ground-truth labels are
obtained using the 3QUEST tool, where the calculation of
the S-MOS, N-MOS, and G-MOS scores of a speech utter-
ance requires its corresponding clean speech utterance. The
pretrained MOSA-Net model is adopted to obtain the pseudo
labels, including PESQ, STOI, and SDI scores.

In the second stage, multi-task learning is performed to
train the MTQ-Net model to predict 3QUEST scores. As
shown in Fig. 1, during the training phase, speech waveforms
are processed by a cross-domain feature extraction mod-
ule. This module generates three types of acoustic features:
power spectral features from the short-time Fourier transform
(STFT), learnable filter banks (LFB) from the Sinc convolu-
tion layer [17], and SSL embeddings from a self-supervised
learning (SSL) model [18]. These three acoustic features are
then processed by the CNN-BLSTM module as in MOSA-Net
[7]. In the final step, the output of the CNN-BLSTM mod-
ule is processed by six different task-specific layers aimed
at estimating S-MOS, N-MOS, G-MOS, PESQ, STOI, and
SDI scores, respectively. Specifically, each task-specific layer
consists of an attention layer, a fully connected layer, and a
global average pooling layer. It is worth noting that the three
task-specific layers for estimating pseudo-label scores will be
detached during inference. The purpose of adding these three
additional task-specific layers is to improve the generalization
ability of the encoder layer during the training phase. The
objective function for training the MTQ-Net model is defined
as follows:

O = Lsuperv + Lsemi

Lsuperv = LSMOS + LNMOS + LGMOS

Lsemi = LPESQ + LSTOI + LSDI

(1)

The overall loss O consists of a supervised loss Lsuperv calcu-
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Fig. 1. Overall framework of MPL for training the MTQ-Net
model.

lated based on the ground-truth scores of the primary (i.e., tar-
get) task and a semi-supervised loss Lsemi calculated based
on the pseudo-label scores of the auxiliary task. For each as-
sessment metric (e.g., S-MOS), the loss (e.g., LSMOS) is cal-
culated by adding utterance-level loss Lutt and frame-level
loss Lfr, following [7]. Lutt and Lfr are calculated as fol-
lows:
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(3)
Su, Ŝu, ŝf are the ground-truth (or pseudo-label) score, pre-
dicted utterance-level score, and predicted frame-level score,
respectively. The parameter δ is a hyperparameter that deter-
mines whether the Huber loss uses MAE or MSE. U denotes



the total number of training utterances; Fu denotes the num-
ber of frames in the u-th training utterance; αS is the weight
between utterance-level and frame-level losses.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Experimental Setup

We evaluated the proposed MTQ-Net model on the Taiwan
Mandarin Hearing In Noise test - Quality & Intelligibil-
ity (TMHINT-QI) dataset [8]. The dataset includes clean,
noisy, and enhanced speech utterances from five different SE
systems, including Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT) [19],
minimum-mean squared error (MMSE) [20], fully convo-
lutional network (FCN) [21], deep denoising autoencoder
(DDAE) [22], and transformer-based SE [23]. TMHINT-QI
provided a diverse set of metrics, including both objective and
subjective measures. In this study, we specifically concen-
trated on additional metrics, not originally part of TMHINT-
QI, which are the 3QUEST scores, consisting of S-MOS,
N-MOS, and G-MOS scores. We prepared training labels for
MTQ-Net by calculating 3QUEST scores based on the noisy-
clean or enhanced-clean paired utterances from TMHINT-QI.
It’s important to emphasize that we operated under the as-
sumption that the other metrics offered by TMHINT-QI were
inaccessible for our analysis.

The training set contained 11,000 utterances with corre-
sponding S-MOS, N-MOS, and G-MOS scores as ground-
truth labels. Specifically, from 11,000 speech samples, we al-
located 90% for training and 10% for validation. The test set
contained 2,500 utterances with corresponding ground-truth
labels. It is worth noting that there is no overlap in training
and test utterances. We used three evaluation metrics, namely
MSE, linear correlation coefficient (LCC), and Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient (SRCC) [24] to evaluate the pre-
diction output of all compared models. The smaller the differ-
ence between the predicted score and the ground-truth score,
the smaller the MSE value; therefore, a lower MSE value in-
dicates better performance. The LCC and SRCC values re-
spectively represent the numerical or ranked correlation be-
tween the predicted scores and the ground-truth scores; so the
higher the value, the higher the correlation and the better the
performance.

3.2. MTQ-Net with Different Training Mechanisms

In the first experiment, we compared three different train-
ing mechanisms for building MTQ-Net. First, we trained
MTQ-Net from scratch using three types of ground-truth la-
bels (denoted as “From Scratch”). Second, we performed
simple knowledge transfer, i.e., initialized MTQ-Net with the
weights of the MOSA-Net model trained to predict PESQ,
STOI, and SDI, and then trained the model using three
types of ground-truth labels (denoted as “KT”). Third, we
adopted the MPL approach to construct MTQ-Net (denoted

Table 1. LCC, SRCC, and MSE results of MTQ-Net using
different training mechanisms.

Systems Method LCC SRCC MSE

S-MOS Score Prediction
MTQ-Net (HuBERT) From Scratch 0.891 0.884 0.055
MTQ-Net (HuBERT) KT 0.894 0.892 0.055
MTQ-Net (WavLM) KT 0.899 0.887 0.048
MTQ-Net (WavLM) MPL 0.902 0.895 0.046

MTQ-Net (FT-WavLM) MPL 0.913 0.908 0.045
N-MOS Score Prediction

MTQ-Net (HuBERT) From Scratch 0.734 0.775 0.107
MTQ-Net (HuBERT) KT 0.745 0.787 0.102
MTQ-Net (WavLM) KT 0.739 0.786 0.115
MTQ-Net (WavLM) MPL 0.737 0.788 0.123

MTQ-Net (FT-WavLM) MPL 0.714 0.775 0.115
G-MOS Score Prediction

MTQ-Net (HuBERT) From Scratch 0.851 0.850 0.047
MTQ-Net (HuBERT) KT 0.860 0.863 0.045
MTQ-Net (WavLM) KT 0.868 0.865 0.044
MTQ-Net (WavLM) MPL 0.876 0.880 0.043

MTQ-Net (FT-WavLM) MPL 0.877 0.876 0.042

as “MPL”). In addition, we also compared the embeddings of
two different SSL models, namely HuBERT [13] and WavLM
[18]. All models were trained using the MSE loss. From Ta-
ble 1, we first notice that performing knowledge transfer
helps MTQ-Net achieve better prediction performance across
all evaluation metrics (MTQ-Net (HuBERT)-KT vs MTQ-
Net (HuBERT)-From Scratch). Second, WavLM embeddings
are slightly more effective than HuBERT embeddings in
most cases, although not always (MTQ-Net (WavLM)-KT
vs MTQ-Net (HuBERT)-KT). Third, MPL, which consid-
ers three additional pseudo labels, is indeed more effective
than simple knowledge transfer (MTQ-Net (WavLM)-MPL
vs MTQ-Net (WavLM)-KT). Fourth, fine-tuning the SSL
model during MTQ-Net training can yield better performance
in most cases (MTQ-Net (FT-WavLM)-MPL vs MTQ-Net
(WavLM)-MPL).

3.3. MTQ-Net with Different Loss Functions

In the second experiment, we compared three different loss
functions used in MPL for training MTQ-Net, namely MAE,
MSE, and Huber loss. MAE is known to be robust against
outlier data, while MSE performs appropriate calculations by
accommodating small errors equally important as large errors.
On the other hand, Huber loss combines the advantages of
MAE and MSE and selects the most appropriate loss through
the parameter δ. In this experiment, δ was set to 1.0. As
shown in Table 2, using MSE loss can achieve better overall
performance than using MAE loss. Compared with MAE and
MSE alone, Huber loss combining MAE and MSE can enable
the MTQ-Net model to achieve better overall performance.



Table 2. LCC, SRCC, and MSE results of MTQ-Net using
different loss functions.

Method Target LCC SRCC MSE

S-MOS Score Prediction
MPL MSE 0.913 0.908 0.045
MPL MAE 0.904 0.897 0.074
MPL Huber 0.912 0.903 0.043

N-MOS Score Prediction
MPL MSE 0.714 0.775 0.115
MPL MAE 0.712 0.783 0.117
MPL Huber 0.739 0.789 0.108

G-MOS Score Prediction
MPL MSE 0.877 0.876 0.042
MPL MAE 0.864 0.864 0.047
MPL Huber 0.881 0.882 0.039
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Fig. 2. SRCC results of MTQ-Net trained using Huber loss
with different δ values.

3.4. Huber Loss with Different δ Values

One of the main important mechanisms of Huber Loss is the
flexibility to switch between MAE and MSE through the pa-
rameter δ. Specifically, the Huber loss behaves like the MAE
if the absolute difference between the label and the predicted
score is larger than δ. Otherwise, the Huber loos behaves like
the MSE. To study the optimal value of δ, we deployed MTQ-
Net using four different δ values (0.5, 0.75, 1.00, and 1.25).
As shown in Fig. 2, MTQ-Net trained with different δ values
obtains different SRCC values in predicting 3QUEST scores.
For S-MOS prediction, the best performance is obtained when
δ is set to 0.75, while for N-MOS and G-MOS prediction, the
best performance is obtained when δ is set to 1.0. This result
shows that setting δ to 1.0 yields the best overall performance.

3.5. Comparing MTQ-Net with Other Models

For a more comprehensive study, we compared MTQ-Net
with another SSL-based model (i.e., MOS-SSL [6]). MOS-
SSL was built on the pretrained wav2vec 2.0 model by mean-
pooling its output embeddings and adding a linear output
layer to predict MOS scores. The wav2vec 2.0 model was

Table 3. LCC, SRCC, and MSE results of MTQ-Net and
MOS-SSL.

Systems LCC SRCC MSE

S-MOS Score Prediction
MOS-SSL 0.904 0.903 0.056
MTQ-Net 0.912 0.903 0.043

N-MOS Score Prediction
MOS-SSL 0.770 0.811 0.093
MTQ-Net 0.739 0.789 0.108

G-MOS Score Prediction
MOS-SSL 0.849 0.852 0.052
MTQ-Net 0.881 0.882 0.039

fine-tuned during MOS-SSL training. We trained three ver-
sions of MOS-SSL to predict S-MOS, N-MOS, and G-MOS,
respectively. We chose MOS-SSL as the baseline due to
its remarkable performance as a baseline in the VoiceMOS
Challenge 2022. Since most recent speech assessment models
employ stacking training mechanisms and ensemble learning,
they may not be directly comparable with our approach. The
results in Table 3 show that MTQ-Net performs better than
MOS-SSL in S-MOS and G-MOS prediction, but worse than
MOS-SSL in N-MOS prediction. Overall, MTQ-Net outper-
forms MOS-SSL, which confirms the benefits of using the
MPL approach to deploy MTQ-Net. It is worth mention-
ing that unlike MOS-SSL, which requires training a separate
model to predict each assessment score, a single MTQ-Net
model can simultaneously predict S-MOS, N-MOS, and G-
MOS scores given an audio waveform as input.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed the MPL approach to achieve
robust prediction capabilities of speech assessment models.
MPL consists of obtaining pseudo-label scores from a well-
trained speech assessment model and performing multi-task
learning to deploy the target speech assessment model. In
this study, the well-trained model is the MOSA-Net model
for predicting PESQ, STOI, and SDI scores, while the target
model is the MTQ-Net model for predicting S-MOS, N-MOS,
and G-MOS scores. Our experiments lead to the following
conclusions. First, we confirm the advantages of MPL over
knowledge transfer and training from scratch approaches, en-
abling the deployed MTQ-Net model to achieve better pre-
diction capabilities. Second, we validate the benefits of us-
ing Huber loss, which combines the strengths of mean abso-
lute error (MAE) and mean squared error (MSE), to achieve
improved prediction performance. Third, MTQ-Net trained
with the MPL approach can achieve overall higher prediction
performance compared to the strong SSL-based model MOS-
SSL. In the future, we will investigate potential integration of
MTQ-Net with speech processing applications.
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